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An evil has emerged, and some young boys, along with the long forgotten Sonic, will fight this
creature.The apocolypse comes in many different forms.
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1 - The Fugitive

“ Stop him! Don't let him get away! SHOOT TO KILL,” were the words that came out of the Captains
mouth on that cold day on December 1st, 3196 of the cosmic era. Police were tracking a 21-year-old
rabbit, and they said he had crimes against humanity, and that the rabbit had lost his mind, which
caused him to set fire to his own village and disappear without a trace, leaving a laughing sound filling
the air around ashes of both buildings and people. The legend of the century was beginning to unfold.
The police readied their guns, and shot at the barely visible shadow, which quickly darted behind trees.
Some of the cops managed to make out the shape of a glowing staff tied to the figures back. The figure
leapt out into another clearing, filled with even more lawmen then before. They all shot as if their lives
depended on it, and the now visible rabbit scrambled back into the woods, but even though the trees
provided cover, he still received a heavy blow to the arm. The pain was excruciating, but he got to his
feet, and flung a ball of fire at the police force from his staff. Although only 2 out of the 9 were hit, it still
distracted them long enough for him to get deep into the woods, where he could recover from his wound.
All the while, the rabbit thought to himself, “ what did I do? I was out hunting when these cops sprang on
me. I ran back to my village for support, but it was burned to the ground. What did I DO?” and he ran
deeper, tears flooding his eyes. The Captain screamed bloody murder, ordering his troops to go after
him, but they were all stunned from seeing the massive ball of flame hurtled at them and their
teammates. The Captain was enraged, pushed aside a fellow officer, and ripped a cell phone out of
another cops pocket. Dialing, he typed in 1-243-Chaotix, and put the phone to his ear. A ring occurred,
then the answering machine said, “hi. You've reached the Chaotix Detective Agency. We're probably
out on another case, or we don't want to answer the phone. If you state your name, and a good price, we
mi…” and before he could finish, the phone was hung up by the Captain, and he started to redial. He
quickly punched in 248-545-7313, and put the phone to his ear. While it was ringing, he murmured to
himself, “if I can't get perfect detective work, I'll get the next best thing. Quality work.” The phone rang…



2 - On the Case

The phone picked up, and a voice said, “ Felix Detective Squad. Talk to me.” The Captain, who had got
cooled down by now, stated his position. He got more nervous by the second though, because in the
direction the rabbit had traveled was toward a more massive village, almost a small town, around 550
people, and the Colonel said they couldn't afford a loss like that. He could lose his job. The voice said,
“we'll worry about price later, because this sounds like more of a warrior's job then mine, but you guys
are cops, and the government sure does pay well. Don't worry, Ben the Hedgehog is on the case. I know
exactly where you are, and I'll be there in about 5 minutes.” The Captain ordered his fastest and most
silent and well-trained troops, Sven Ressat and Maria Shadowfoot, to track the rabbit. Back at the FDS,
(Felix Detective Agency, which is only a small house located in Knothole Forest) Ben and his Hero
Chao, Felix, pack a few sandwiches in Ben's vest, and hit the road. After receiving orders of what to do
from the Captain, and how much Ben would be paid, he followed the path Sven and Maria had taken. He
eventually caught up, and was informed by Maria that the rabbits name was Chris Yarmy. “ He also has
this glowing staff that can shoot fireballs,” Sven added. Suddenly they all heard, “ I'M INNOCENT!” and
Chris ambushed them and struck Sven in the leg, making him fall to the ground, gritting his teeth
together, and also making him a sitting duck. Ben quickly kicked Chris out of the way before he could
deliver the deathblow to Sven. By now, Maria had disappeared. Ben sent out a flurry of kicks and
punches, but Chris' fire staff deflected them all. Thinking quickly, Ben jumped into shallow water, and
Chris followed. As soon as Chris' staff hit the water, steam rushed from the staff, making it impossible to
see. Chris, blinded by his own anger, quickly lit up his staff, and swung wildly about. The staff gave away
his position, and Ben nailed him right in the mouth. Chris staggered back, and launched a flamethrower
where Ben was standing, but missed. Ben then took this opportunity to attack. He sent many kicks and
punches at lighting speed, almost to fast to see, and always hitting their mark. Chris managed to slice
Ben's arm with a blade on the bottom of his shoes. They both recovered quickly, and leapt at each other,
locked in a stalemate. Before anything else could happen, Chris softly spoke, “let me tell you MY side of
the story.”



3 - A New Alliance

“I see… so you're not guilty of anything?”

“Do you believe me?”

“Well, I believe your story, and all the pieces fit. But who else could have a fire staff like yours?”

Just then, a silver streak fled from the scene. Ben quickly managed to hold down the blob with his shoe,
while Chris took a good look at it. It was squirming about, with two huge eyes that wouldn't take their
empty gaze off of the reluctantly looking rabbit. Then, shock. The creature morphed into a purple rabbit,
wielding a fire staff, which he used to blow away the two creatures, frozen in disbelief.

“He can look like me?! That must be it! HE must have burned down my home!!” Chris shouted as he
blindly lunged at the doppelganger. He struck a furious blow, and an ear-shattering squeal was the
result. Sven, now conscious, heard the scream, and headed in that general area. By now the cops
showed up.

“The rabbit is innocent,” Ben pleaded with the captain. The commanding officer, however, thought that
the hedgehog had sided with the rabbit, and he opened fire. Both ran screaming, almost trampling each
other in an effort to escape the hailstorm of burning lead that was flying past them, ricocheting off of
trees and hitting the ground where they stood half a second ago.

“I have an idea. Ben, up in those trees are the ancient tree forts of the long-gone squirrel civilizations.
We can definitely lose the police in there.” So Ben grabbed onto Chris' arm, and sped up the side of the
tree. The captain swore, and was about to lose his cool when Sven showed up.

“Don't worry sir. I know a way to get them down.”
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